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Is it progress or a hi-tech circus?
In New Jersey, a 35-year-old man was injured in a motor vehicle crash, and later

brought a malpractice suit against his doctors. He was treated for two broken legs, but

he contended that doctors missed a fractured cervical vertebra, which ultimately

resulted in permanent paralysis and dependence upon a ventilator. The judge granted
permission for the patient to testify from his bed via a live internet-based video

conference hookup. When defense attorneys had an opportunity to view how the

video picture of the bedfast patient on his ventilator would look to ajury, the case was

settled. The amount of the settlement was not disclosed, but it was described as the

largest single award for pain and suffering in New Jersey history.

Assisted suicide is very controversial, but the truth is, a lot of

people want to get the—outta here. G. Carlin
A recent issue of the Journal ofthe American College ofCardiology presented the

findings of a report on the application of medical and surgical intervention near the

end of life. These procedures are a tempting target for the bean counters cutting costs

in medical care. Rejecting physician-assisted suicide and also futile interventions, the

authors of the study emphasize that physicians have an ethical obligation to protect

these vulnerable patients and provide high quality care. Of course, patients might take

the advice of an LPN in Indiana. To avoid the agony she saw on patients on life

support, she stipulated that no such measures should apply for her. To make certain

the message was known, she had her living will tattooed on her abdomen.

Same subject — part 2
Perhaps the first step down the “slippery slope” regarding physician assisted

suicide has already occurred in Oregon. The Oregon Health Services Commission
voted to include physician-aided death on the list of health services available to

Oregon’s Medicaid people. This decision to fund assisted suicide for poor people
with taxpayers dollars has expanded the government’s involvement in an issue which

properly is a matter ofchoice and personal conscience. Whatever one thinks about Dr.

Death, Jack Kevorkian does not charge for his services, and no one can offer the

opinion that he is selling suicide. Now, due to the recently affirmed Oregon law, it

appears that the federal government will provide an E & M code with appropriate

billing.

What they gain from their wealth is only the fear of losing It.

After six years of their money grubbing monopoly, Pillar Point Partners has been

dissolved. Visx and Summit laser companies have agreed to grant each other royalty-

free cross-license to use their respective patents. It was not the good old American free

enterprise desire to compete. No, the obvious force was the March lawsuit brought

by the Federal Trade Commission against both companies, calling their partnership
illegal and alleging an attempt to “fix, stabilize, raise and maintain the per-procedure

fee.” The FTC agrees that a charging fee is legal, but calculated an overcharge of$ 150

perprocedure was being assessed. Supposedly, neither Visx nor Summit has plans to

decrease the per-procedure charge, but now the fee will go directly to the company

that built the laser. Competition will have an impact, and as the market for new lasers

approaches saturation, the user fee will decline.

Society always uses a leaky bucket to move money from rich
to poor.

A study by the Florida Hospital Association revealed that 103,000 Floridians were

added to the rolls of uninsured in 1996 alone, making 18% of the population without

health insurance. That figure puts Florida sixth in the nation behind Arizona, Texas,
Arkansas, New Mexico and Louisiana. Despite a strong mainland economy, low

premium increases, and some health insurance reforms, the ranks of the uninsured
continue to increase. Experts blame increasing benefits costs, conversion of full-time
to part-time positions and contract work, and also the shift of more workers into

service employment where health benefits are less common. While a national health

insurance plan appears to be tabled for the present, the spectre looms. With data like

that, Congress will be increasingly pressured to enact a government sponsored health

plan.

Slavery is banned in America, except for hospital house
doctors.

Under New York law, a resident physician can work no more than 80 hours a week

over a four week period and no more than 24 consecutive hours at any one time. The

New York State Department of Health has penalized the New York University
Medical Center $16,000 for violations found during a surprise inspection by the

health department. According to investigators, two-thirds of residents worked 30 to

36 hours straight, and four first year cardiovascular surgery residents were putting in

110 to 130 hours a week. The NYU hospital and several other had previously been

cited for non-compliance, and the state plans to continue its unannounced inspections
of all teaching hospitals.

Just to prove that all the idiots are not at HCFA.

Are we in the hands of imbiciles or what? Now the Department ofTransportation

has established a “peanut-free zone” on aircraft. The area consists of the passenger’s

row as well as the one immediately in front and behind the person allergic to peanuts.

This is not a Dave Barry joke. but a DOT decision responding to whining from self-

identified victims. Some airlines have responded by switching to nothing but pretzels,

to prevent the problem and to avoid having FAA snoopingthrough the snack bar. Now

you will not merely be checked for firearms, knives, scissors, hat pins, and explosive

devices, you will have to declare the peanuts in your snickers candy bar. If peanuts

must fall, can mac nuts, cashews, almonds and pecans be far behind? Soon, the only

nuts will be in the Department of Transportation.

A woman’s a woman till the day she dies, but a man’s only a

man as long as he can.
Questions still linger about the possible long term effects of sildenafil citrate

(Viagra) on retinal diseases. While the drug is very effective for erectile dysfunction,

Professor Michael Marmor MD, at Stanford is concerned that no objective tests such

as electroretinograms or measuring retinal function after light stimulation, have been

included in the long term studies. Not to worry says Pfizer, stating “Viagra’s

occasional effect on vision, characterized by a blue color tinge or light sensitivity, is

mild and transient.” According to late night talk show host Conan O’Brien, now you

can make love alright, but you feel like it’s with a smurf

Now here is another group of watchbirds, watching you.

Starting in January, the Department of Health and Human Services will reward

Medicare patients and others who report suspected fraud by doctors and other health

care providers, if it leads to recovery of overpayments. Under the program, seniors

could receive 10% of the recovered funds, or $1,000, which ever is larger. Identities

of the whistle-blowers will be kept confidential. HHS receives 130,000 fraud and

abuse leads annually, and nearly 3/4 ofthese come frompatients. Officials predictthat

reports of fraud and abuse will increase by 5 to 10%.

Don’t forget! It’s white wine with Hershey bars.
In curiosity about the practice of “breathing” his bottle of red wine, pulmonologist

Normal Charan of Boise, Idaho, wanted to get serious. First, he measured the p02 of

five corked bottles ofCabernet Sauvignon and found it to be consistently 31 mm. Hg.

Then he repeated the exercise measuring the p02 at two, four, six and 24 hour

intervals after opening, and found the p02 doubled to 61 mm. Hg at 24 hours.

However, by simply swirling the glass, the p02jumped to 150 mm. Hg. He continued

his experiment by inviting 33 wine tasting guests to conduct a blind study, and found

that 32 of 33 tasters correctly identified the oxygenated wine, and moreover

pronounced it better tasting than the freshly decanted beverage. As Dr. Charm

observed, like blood, oxygenated wine is better than non-oxygenated.

Addenda
+ In 1992, 2,421 people checked into emergency room with injuries caused by

house plants.
+ If you would make the gods laugh, tell them your plans.
+ Blind people don’t sky dive, because it scares hell Out of their seeing-eye dogs.

Aloha and keep the faith — rts•
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